
   International food making - Project description

This projects aim is to pull together few different culture’s youth at the age of 14-17. Our team really cares
about nearest future and believes that we can unite many nations and together we can build very strong,
sturdy and reliable future. We consider the most intimate nation mystery we can understand by opening
their food traditions and culture. Our team is planning to explore each participant’s national dishes and
then, after a week spent together, as a result get co-national project cultural food. Objectives:

 1. Show connection between food and culture.
2. Raise young people’s awareness with their own national specificities connected with food. 
3. See the food's producing process in modern and traditional ways.
 4. Learn European countries most determinative and important cultural and gastronomical traditions. 
5. Raise young people’s interest in cooking.
We are interested in this theme and we have chosen it because all our participants love cooking. We are
gourmets  and,  suddenly,  we realized  that  when you  are  taking  part  in  common cooking  initiative  you
become closer. Giving the common ideas, during cooking, is the normal "run" and excellent chances, not
only getting closer, but, also, great opportunity to learn and try you in getting along with.

Communication problems, non-educated in national culture youth- is not only one countries problem, we
can face it everywhere. So, definitely, we can claim that this theme is interesting not only for us. Around the
World there are so much young ladies and gentlemen’s  who want to become wiser, to become closer to
historical traditions of different nations, who want to rise own cooking skill or communication skills and we
have received so much offers to be our partner on IFM project, this theme is actual now for all around the
World.

Being the week and a half together,  get up together,  live and cook together definitely will  give results.
Obviously, this project will give results, we must become a team and for sure we can say that as many
participants as we will have involved in this project gives us the big chance to destroy conflicts between
European races. The main target of our project is too pull different cultures together by the cooking way .

All our activities meet the objectives of the project, starting from the team- building exercises till excursion,
involving cooking, will combine the mentality, language and countries.  Team-building exercises will, firstly,
help us when we want know each other. Started from the greeting, ending with last 'goodbye' of this youth
exchange project's atmosphere will be provided by team-building exercises.   

Cooking, as the main activity, will help us , in the future, to be able to be polite with each other it will learn
us to spend a lot of time together with persons, who have a lot of differences. For sure, cooking, also, will
raise our skills and improve our professional and self-development skills. Quiz and evening games  - Finally,
we are planning to have an travel through Latvian history and culture. This way of project’s time spending
will,  obviously,  develop  our  in  mentality  and  historical  knowledge.  Going  through  the  city's  center  ,
exploring history will wise our mentality, educate us  and we can say for sure that during excursion we will
get closer, find the common interests and discuss new ideas.


